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Behavioral Contrast and the Development
of Tnhibitorv Stimulus Control
(May, 1972)

James V. Couch, B. S., Trinity University
M. S., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Dr. John W. Donahoe

Two experiments were conducted to determine if

a

necf^ssary relationship exists between the occurrence of

behavioral contrast

durin,^:

successive discrimination training;

and the development of inhibitory stimulus control.

In both

experiments, pigeons were used as subjects with a green

stimulus Drojected onto the response key serving as the

nositive discriminative stimulus and a white vertical line
imposed on a green background serving as the negative

discriminative stimulus.
In Experiment I,

an attempt was made to investigate

the findings reported by Weisman (1969) indicating inhibitory

control for only those subjects displaying behavioral contrast
during discrimination training.
iiJxperiment I,

Specifically, during

groups of four pigeons were given one of the

following baseline-discrimination sequences: (a) MULT VI-1
VI-1

—MULT

VI-5,

Vi_5

(c)

mLT

VI-1

VI-5,

VI-5 VI-5

TO"—MULT

VI-1

(b)

MULT VI-1 VI-1 TO

—MULT

VI-5.

VI-1

—

MULT VI-1

VI-5, or (d) MULT VI-5

The time-out (TO) was employed

so as to attenuate the degree of behavioral contrast that

normally occurs with the initiation of discrimination
The results indicated that the dep;ree of behavioral

traini.np;.

contrast was attenuated in those conditions receivin.p; the
TO.

However, when a nost discrimination generalization

test along the line tilt dimension was conducted, the

resulting gradients exhibited the characteristics of excitatorv

gradients rather than the characteristics of inhibitorygradients.
In Experiment IT,

in order to increase the prob-

ability of observing inhibitory generalization gradients,
all

n-eneralization test stimuli were presented during baseline

sessions (VI-1).

As in Experiment I, eight subjects also

received the TO stimulus.

Following VI-1 baseline training

four subjects received single stimulus training in the

presence of the vertical line imposed on the green backDuring single stimulus training, these four subjects

ground.

i-eceived -reinforcement according to a VI-5 schedule.

The

remaining subjects received discrimination training with
either

a

MJLT VI-1

EXT or a MULT VI-1 VI-5 schedule.

Half

Qf the subjects comprising each discrimination condition

had previously received the TO stimulus during the baseline
phase.
(a)

The results of Experiment II were as follows:

baseline
the TO did not significantly affect the terminal

resDonse rate or the occurrence of behavioral contrast
subjects receiving
during discrimination training, (b) for the
significant
single stimulus VI-5 training, there was no

X

modification of the generalization gradient obtained following
baseline training, and (c) the majority of the remaining
subjects exhibited inhibitory stimulus control indepen dent
of the occurrence of behavioral contrast during discrimination

training.
The results of the two experiments indicate that

behavioral contrast is neither a necessary nor

a

sufficient

condition for the development of inhibitory stimulus control.

Furthermore, an argument was made that the results of the
present investigation along with the results of previously

reported investigations might be more parsimoniously
interpe^ted in terms of

a

reduction in the response rate

(excitation) in the presence of the negative stimulus
rpthe-^ than in terms of an inhibitory mechanism.

1

CHAPTER

I

General Introduction
As an integral part of the learning process, the

analysis of the control exerted by external stimulus events
over a subject's behavior has become increasingly more prominent.

The emphasis on the stimulus control of behavior has

been most fruitfully examined within the paradigm of discrimination learning.

Basically this paradigm involves either

the simultaneous or successive presentation of different

stimuli with the condition that each stimulus be correlated

with a different schedule of reinforcement.

For example,

the simplest case of successive discrimination requires that
the responses made in the presence of one discriminative

stimulus (S+) are reinforced while responses which are made
(S-) are
in the presence of another discriminative stimulus

non-reinforced.

Institution of contingencies between stimulus

gradual increase
response - and reinforcing events leads to a

presence of the S+ and
in the emission of responses in the

responses in the presa gradual decrease in the emission of
ence of the S-.

eviWhen different rates of responding are

training procedures,
dent following the above, or similar,
the two
is said to have been formed between
a

discrimination

the stimuli have gained
stimuli (S+ and S-) and further, that

(Terrace, 1966).
control of the subject's behavior
the empirical
Excitation and inhibition. While
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observation of differential response rates in the presence
of the two discriminative stimuli is easily arrived at,
the

theoretical analysis of the underlying process is not such
a simple matter.

One of the first investigators to attempt an analysis
of discrimination learning was Pavlov (1927).

While Pavlov's

analysis was based upon physiological processes, his termi-

nology is still current.

Basically, Pavlov reasoned that

through the interaction of two fundamental processes, excitation
and inhibition, an animal comes to respond differentially to
the two discriminative stimuli.

In essence, Pavlov's analysis

is that excitatory nervous activity generated by the conditioned

stimulus sets the subject to respond due to the past associations of the positive conditioned stimulus with the uncon-

ditioned stimulus (reinforcement).

Coupled with the excitatory

process was an inhibitory process which acted to diminish the

irradiation of excitation from the cortical locus of the
positive conditioned stimulus and aided in the concentration
of the excitation at the cortical center representative of

the positive conditioned stimulus.

While Pavlov's analysis in terms of cerebral

processes is most likely in error, the use of excitatory and
inhibitory processes as explanatory concepts can still be
found in most current literature of discrimination learning.
Spence'

s

analysis .

In terms of research generated,

the most influencial theoretical analysis to ^.ccount for

3

discrimination learning was put forth by K. W. Spence (1936).
While the terminology of Spence 's analysis is similar to that
of Pavlov, excitation and inhibition were viewed by Spence,

as hypothetical concepts to be used primarily for prediction

and explanation.
In the Spencian analysis, the reinforcement of a

response in the presence of a discriminative stimulus (S+)
leads to an increase in the tendency to respond (excitation)

when that discriminative stimulus is later presented.

Like-

wise, if a response, while in the presence of a different

discriminative stimulus (S-)

,

leads to nonreinf orcement

,

then

the tendency to respond on later occurrences of that stimulus

will be reduced, i.e. inhibition is developed.

These two

processes (excitation and inhibition) set the condition for
the gradual strengthening of a response in the presence of

the stimulus during which reinforcement is scheduled and the

gradual weakening of the response tendency to the stimulus
during which responses are nonreinf orced.

Furthermore, since

these excitatory and inhibitory tendencies generalize to

surrounding stimuli, a gradient of decreasing response

tendency (excitatory gradient) should be evident over the S+
dimension and a gradient of increasing response tendency
(inhibitory gradient) should be observable when values from
the S- stimulus dimension are presented.

Experimental procedures .

In order to observe

excitatory and inhibitory generalization gradients as

4

nrnno.sed bv SDence,

be arrann;ed.

one crucial experimental condition must

This condition demands that the stimulus

dimension of which the S+ is a member be independent of
C

to) the stimulus dimension of whi ch S- is a

ortbop-nnal

That is, the spread of excitation from the S+

membp^r.

dimension must be eoual at all points on the S- dimension
sn that variations alon? the S- dimension remain at equpl

distancps

fr-om

the S+.

A nrocedu.re,

termed the orthogonal trainins^

nrnz-edure, which meets the above conditions has been used

to

i

nvr^sti "-ate

inhibitorv effects with pip;eons as subverts

bv Jenkins and Hariri son (1Q^?) where
vrgn

betvreen white noise as the S+ and a 1000 Hz tone

ro-rrried

as S-.

successive discrimination

^

Honip;,

Boneau, Burstein, and Pennypacker (19^3)

.-^nd

Ho^r^t Mq^^, iQ6Q) also emnl oyed the same pr-ocedure but used
a

blank white stimulus projected onto

^^nd

S-.

a whi-t-e

Tn all of these

nr-i

response key as the S+

stimulus top-ether with a black vertical line as the
i

nvesti p;ations

or-pspntati ons of values al

Inpp

a

onfc

,

postdiscrimination

the S- dimension (tones or

pntati ons) led to an incremental

,p;radient of

t.pnder^v with the minimum at the S- value.

of such an incremental

resnonse

The occurrence

(U-shaned) generalization gradient is

takpn as indicative of inhibitory stimulus (dimensional)
control.
rr^r^ke

However, as Hearst, Besley, and Farthing (1970)

inhibiclear, before the S- stimulus may be considered

exnerimental
torv in and of itself, one or more of the following

tests must be completed.

First, the S- stimulus could be

paired with another stimulus of known response strength and
if a reduction in response tendency is noted, the S- can

then be considered inhibitory.

Secondly, if the acquisition

rate of some operant response is retarded when reinforcement
is now scheduled in the presence of the former S-, then the

former S- could be considered to have had inhibitory effects.
Finally, if a subject selects a neutral stimulus over a

concurrently presented S-, the S- can likewise be considered
inhibitory.

While the use of the above ancillary experimental
tests will indeed reduce some theoretical debates concerning
the presence of inhibitory effects (Deutsch, 1967 vs Terrace,
1966, for instance), for the present, only inhibitory dimen-

sional control will be considered.

While all of the aforementioned research involved

intermittent reinforcement [variable interval (VI) reinforcement] for responses emitted in the presence of the S+ and no

reinforcement [extinction (EXT)] for S- responses, there
reinforcement
are indications that the complete ommission of

generation of
during S- is not a necessary condition for the
and
inhibitory like effects. Specifically, Guttman (1959)
of a stimulus
Terrace (1968) have shown that the alternation
and a stimulus
correlated with VI-1 min scheduled reinforcement

produced results
that is associated with a VI-5 min schedule
stimulus associated
suggestive of inhibitory control by the

with a VI-5 min schedule.

Similiarily

,

Weisman (1969), by

using the orthogonal training procedure, was able to show
an incremental U-shaped gradient around a stimulus associated

with a VI-5 min schedule following discrimination training
between this stimulus and a stimulus correlated with a VI-1 min

reinforcement schedule.

These results would, therefore, be

taken as indications that a stimulus can gain inhibitory
control even though reinforcement is occasionally forthcoming for responses made in the presence of the stimulus.
Base line t raining .

While the investigations of

Guttman (1959), Terrace (196S) and Weisman (1969) indicate
that a stimulus may gain inhibitory control even though

reinforcements are occasionally obtained for responses
emitted in the presence of the stimulus, a closer examination
of the Weisman (1969) investigation shows that at least two

other variables seem crucial for the development of in-

hibitory stimulus control.
For Weisman (1969), groups of naive pigeons were

initially given twenty days of non-differential training
in the presence of either of two stimuli on the key
a green stimulus or a 0° white line superimposed upon the

green background.

During baseline training, the subjects

received reinforcement according to either one of the following: reinforcement schedules:

MULT VI-1 VI-1 or MULT VI-5 VI-5,

Following baseline training, both groups were given discrimfor
ation training during which a VI-1 schedule was in effect
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presentations of the blank (green) stimulus and a VI-5 schedule
was in effect during stimulus presentations of the line tilt +

green background stimulus.

Following fourteen days of

MULT VI-1 VI-5 discrimination training, all birds received
a generalization test consisting of values from the line tilt

dimension.

The generalization results indicated U-shaped

n;r^?dient

(inhibitory stimulus control) for all birds who had previously

received MULT VI-1 VI-1 baseline training while only one of
the previously trained MULT VI-5 VI-5 pigeons exhibited

inhibitory control.

Therefore even though all birds received

identical discrimination training, the factor seemingly

responsible for the development of inhibitory control was
the pre-discrimination reinforcement history:

The S2 always

developed inhibitory control for those subjects who encountered
a reduced rate of reinforcement

(MULT VI-1 VI-1

MULT VI-1 VI-5

condition) in the presence of the green + line tilt stimulus.

From the foregoing it would appear that a statment could be
made relating the reduction in reinforcement density as

a

necessarv condition for the development of inhibitory control.
Behavio ral cont rast and inhibitory control.
(general statement is, however,

The above

complicated by the occurrence

of inhibitory stimulus control for one bird in Weisman's

investigation who received no reduction in reinforcement
density to the S2 when discrimination training was instituted
(MULT VI-5 VI-5

»^ MULT

VI-1 VI-5 condition).

The one aspect

it from
of this subject's performance which differentiated

8

other subjects receiving identical training was the occurrence
of behavioral contrast during discrimination training.

Behav-

ioral contrast, as defined by Reynolds (I96I), refers to the

concurrent increase in the response rate during the positive
stimulus and a decrease in response rate during presentations
of the negative stimulus.

Furthermore, all subjects in the

MULT VI-1 VI-1 pretrained condition showed evidence of contrast.
If the Weisman investigation is considered alone,
it could be concluded that a sufficient condition for the

development of inhibitory control is either a reduction of

reinforcement density in the presence of a discriminative
stimulus or the occurrence of behavioral contrast upon the

initiation of discrimination training.

What is unclear

from the Weisman investigation, however, is the necessary

relationship between inhibitory control development and
behavioral contrast.

Indeed, several investigators (Farthing

and Hearst, 1968; Terrace, 1966, 1968; Yarcozwer, 1970) have

either suggested or presented evidence indicating that the

occurrence of behavioral contrast is a necessary antecedent
for the development of inhibitory stimulus control.

It was

therefore the aim of the initial experiment in the present

investigation to examine further the presumed relationship
between behavioral contrast and inhibitory control.
Ti me-out (TO) effects.

Previous research concerning

behavioral
the origins of and the procedures which can produce
component
contrast has indicated that contrast will occur in one

9

of a multiple schedule if that component is alternated with
a component during which there is no illumination of the

operant chamber or the response key (Sadowsky, 1970),

The

component during which the operant chamber and response key
are darkened has been termed the time-out from reinforcement

component, or simply a time-out (TO), and usually produces

few if any responses to the darkened key.

Reynolds (I961), during the initial examination of

behavioral contrast using multiple schedules, employed such
a procedure and reported behavioral contrast during a VI-3

minute component which alternated with a TO of
duration.

3

minutes

In a more thorough investigation of TO effects,

Taus and Hearst (1970) exposed pigeons to a MULT VI-1 TO

schedule with TO values of 0, 1,

5,

10,

tivelv for the five independent groups.

or 30 seconds respec-

The results indicated

that resDonse rates were highest for those subjects receiving
the longest TOs.
It can be concluded, then, that the TO is a useful

technique to increase the rate of responding in the presence
of another stimulus, and since the response rate during the

TO is near zero, the conditions defining behavioral contrast,
as proposed by Reynolds, are satisfied.

10

CHAPTER
Experiment

II

I

Considering again the presumed relationship between
the occurrence of contrast and the development of inhibitory-

stimulus control, it is clear that if behavioral contrast is
essential to the development of inhibitory control, then if
the contrast which normally occurs during discrimination

training were eliminated or reduced, the development of

inhibitory control should be reduced or eliminated.

Since it

has been shown that the addition of a TO will produce rate

increases identified as behavioral contrast and since the TO
stimulus (complete chamber darkness) is orthogonal to any key
stimulus that would be presented, it was the purpose of the
initial experiment to employ TOs during non-differential

training as an attempt to reduce the magnitude of behavioral
contrast when discrimination training was instituted.

Through

this nrocedure it is possible to examine the presumed relationship between behavioral contrast and inhibitory stimulus control.
Desij2: of Experiment I.

^ere

p-i.ven

Two groups of four pigeons

training identical to that reported by Weisman (1969).

That is, one group

received initial MULT VI-1 VI-] non-differ-

ential training while the other group experienced MULT VI-5 VI-^

training in the presence of the two discriminative stimuli.
Fur-thermore, two additional groups received identical reinforcemer
of
schedules as the above conditions but with the addition

TDs.

were
Following- non-differential training, all subjects

.
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given discrimination training using a
forcement schedule.

mLT

VI-1 VI-5 rein-

At the termination of discrimination

training, a generalization test, consisting of test values
from the S- dimension, was administered.

Through this

procedure it was possible to compare the generalization

gradients following the two conditions of baseline training,
either with or without the TOs.

If no necessary relationship

exists between the occurrence of behavioral contrast and the

development of inhibitory control, then existing formulations

suggesting such a relationship must be reconsidered.

Method
Subjects .

Sixteen White Carneaux pigeons, at least

six months old, were used as subjects.

After introduction into

the laboratory, the subjects were housed individually and

given several days of free food in order to obtain stabilized
body weights.

All subjects were then deprived of food and

reduced to

of their free-feeding weight.

75/°

Each subject

was maintained at this deprivation level throughout the

experiment.

If necessary, supplemental feedings were given

approximately fifteen minutes after the completion of the
daily session so as to maintain the appropiate deprivation
level

Apparatus .

Four identical Lehigh Valley Electronics

pigeon operant chambers and accompanying sound attenuating hulls
were used.

Only the right most of two keys mounted on the

12

front wall was operative.

Reinforcement consisted of

access to a grain hopper through an
left of the right response key.

4

seconds

aperture located to the

White noise at a sound level

of 35 db was delivered through a speaker also
mounted on the

front wall and to the left of the feeder aperature.

The different stimuli that transilluminated the

response key were generated by an Industrial Electronics

Engineers display cell located behind the response key.

Six

orientations of a white line (±90°, -60°, -30°, 0°, +30°, and
+60° from vertical) and a green background were projected by
the display cell.

Line orientations superimposed upon a

green background were obtained by illuminating a lamp behind
a green Kodak Wratten filter and a lamp for the specific

line orientation.

Brightness differences due to the illumina-

tion of two lamDS (line orientation and surround) as compared
to illumination of only one lamp for the green surround were

eliminated by the addition of neutral density filters between
each line orientation and its light source.

Preli minary training.

On the first day, subjects

were habituated to the operant chamber for approximately
15 minutes.

On the following two days, the subjects were feeder

trained with 30 feeder presentations given daily.

The house

light provided the only illumination during these three sessions,
On the fourth day, the subjects were trained to peck the SI

stimulus by the method of successive approximations.

Following

key peck training, the subjects were given one day of continious

13

reinforcement with 25 reinforcements given for responses to
the blank green stimulus (Si) and 25 reinforcements for

responses to the green + 0° line tilt stimulus (S2).

On the

following two days, a fixed ratio of increasing length
(maximum FR 33) was in effect and approximately 40 reinforcements, equally divided between the two stimuli, were
obtained.

Baseline training .

On the next day, non-differential

reinforcement to the green background stimulus and the white
vertical line imposed on the green background was begun with
the introduction of VI reinforcement schedules during pre-

sentations of each stimulus.

The eight subjects who were to

receive MULT VI-1 VI-1 training were given two MULT VI-30 VI-30
sessions before the introduction of the VI-1 schedules.

Subjects (n=8) who were to receive MULT VI-5 VI-5 baseline

training received preliminary training on

a

progressive

series of VI schedules [VI-30 sec (2 sessions), VI-1 min
(2 sessions), VI-3 min

(3

sessions)].

All subjects were then

given 20 sessions of baseline training on the appropiate

multiple schedule.

Half of the subjects (n=4) from each of

the above conditions, in addition to the random order of

preen and green + line tilt stimuli, were presented with a

third stimulus, the TO.

The TO consisted of darkening the

response key and the chamber for a

1

minute duration.

In

randomized
other words, these latter subjects received a
schedule of reinorder of three stimuli with the appropiate

14

forcement present in each.

In all conditions a stimulus was

presented for one minute with

a

$

second TO separating the

successive stimuli presentations.
Inter-reinforcement intervals of both the VI-1 and
VT-5 schedules were controlled by a continuous loon of film.
The inter-reinforcement intervals were obtained from the

Fleshier
bei

nn-

.?nd

from

^

Hoffman (1962) series with the range of intervals
seconds to

1 ^^4

and from 41 seconds to 751
Pi

all
n

seconds for the VI-1 schedule

seconds for the VT-5 schedule.

scri minati on training. After baseline training,

grnuns received 14 days of discrimination training with
VT-5 schedule of reinforcement.

mn.'V VT-l

The VI-1

schedule

was correlated with the green stimulus while the VI-5 schedule

was r-orr-^lated with the 0^ line on the rreen background.
FolTowinp- discrimination training,

all birds received

a generalization test in extinction during which the six

orientations of the white line, each on

a

green background,

were nresented along with the green backrround alone.

The

st-Jmnli were each presented TO times in randomized blocks of

seven,

'^O

se^^ond trials each separated by a

roinforred (VT-1
the "-eneral

i

)

5

second TO.

Four

presentations of the green stimulus preceded

nation test,

Tnble

1

n-ives a

oner-ative dur^ing each

summary of the reinforcement schedules

phase of [Experiment

T.

The number of

responses ner stimulus period for each sub^ject was recorded
nn printing counters and was used in the dat=i analysis.
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Results
Over the two days of VI--30 second baseline training;
the response rate did not sip;nif icantly differ between the

four p;roups (F < 1).

This analysis indicates that prior to

the introduction of the MULT VI-1 VI-1 or MULT VI-5 VI-5

reinforcement schedules, the response rates of the subjects
comprising the four conditions were highly similar.
Baseline Training
VI~1

conditions .

The response rate per stimulus

on each day of baseline training for each subject in the

MULT VI-1 VI-1 baseline condition is shown to the left of the
vertical line in Figure 1.

Similarily, Figure

2

indicates

the response rates for each subject of the MULT VI-] VI-1 TO

condition.

It should be noted that while the rate of respond-

ing had stablized at the end of the 20 training days, the

response rate for those birds receiving the TO was, on the
average, higher than the response rate of the MULT VI-1 VI-1

subjects.

The mean response rate averaged across both the

SI and S2 components was 5S.$0,

36.67, 39.^3, and lS.$0

responses per minute for the four MULT VI-1 VI-1 subjects
while for the four MULT VI-1 VI-1 TO birds, the response rates
were 74.^3, 45.33, 63.33, and 9^.33 responses per minute

respectively.
conditi on.

The rate of responding per stimulus

on each dav for each subject in the MULT VI-5 VI-5 baseline

condition is shown in Figure

3

with similar data being indicated
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in Fif^ure 4 for each MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO trained subject.

A

similar spectrum of results was obtained for the VI-5 trained
subjects as for the VI-1 trained birds.

That is, the mean

rate over the last three training days for the MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO

subjects was hip:her than the rate for the MULT VI-5 VI-5
subjects.

The mean response rate for each subject of the

MULT VI-5 VI-5 condition was 52.67, 5^.33, 36.67, and 42.17

responses per minute while for the MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO condition,
the response rate means were 113.33, S4.67, 74.00, and 5^.00

responses per minute.
An analysis of variance performed on the response

rates over the final three baseline training days indicated
a reliable Groups effect, F(3,12) = 4.95,

£<

.025.

Simple

effects tests indicated that the subjects receiving a TO
during training differed significantly from subjects not

receiving the TO, F(l,12) = 13.63,

£<

.005 while the two

schedule conditions did not differ (F < 1).

significant Days effect (F <

l)

The lack of a

indicates response rate

stability among the various conditions.

Likewise, the lack

that there was
of a reliable Stimulus effect (F < 1) indicates

termination
no consistent preferences for either stimulus at the
of baseline training.

Discrimination Training
line
The data plotted to the right of the vertical
in Figures 1,

2,

3,

the
and 4 indicates the response rate in

and the S2 stimulus
presence of the SI stimulus (VI-1 schedule)
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(VI-5 schedule) for each subject in each group during
each

discrimination training session.
Behavioral contrast

;

VI-1 conditions .

Considering

first the subjects comprising the MULT VI-1 VI-1 baseline

training condition, it is clear that the response rate in the
presence of the SI stimulus increased, in varying degrees,
for all subjects during discrimination training.

As an index

of the response rate increase, the mean rate over the last

three baseline days was substracted from the mean rate from
the last three discrimination training sessions.

This response

rate comparision indicated that the four MULT VI-1 VI-1

MJLT VI-1 VI-5 subjects increased their response rate 19.00,
lf^.33,

5.00, and 1.33 responses per minute during the stimulus

(Si) which was correlated with the VI-1 reinforcement schedule,

A similar index for the response rate changes during the

stimulus associated with the VI-5 schedule (S2 stimulus)

indicated a decrease of 22,66, 5.33, 26.67, and 14.66 responses
per minute for each subject respectively of the MULT VI-1 VI-1

baseline condition.
Since the response rate for each subject of the

MULT VI-1 VI-1 baseline condition both increased during the
SI

stimulus and decreased during presentations of the S2

stimulus over the course of discrimination training, Reynolds
(1961) definition of behavioral contrast is satisified.

When the baseline and discrimination training response
rates during the SI stimulus for the MULT VI-1 VI-1 TO con-

.
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dition were compared (see Figure 2), it was found that Birds
5

and 7 increased their response rates 46.00 and 17.67 responses

per minute respectively while Birds 6 and B decreased their
51 rates of responding 4.01 and 23.33 responses per minute.

Considering the S2 response rates, all four subjects showed a
decline in response rate, the decline, for each subject, being
14.67, 16.66, 23.34, and 11.67 responses per minute respectively.
It should also be noted that the decrease in rate during the

52 stimulus which was associated with the VI-5 reinforcement

schedule is comparable in the two VI-1 baseline conditions.
That is, the mean response rate decrease for the MULT VI-1 VI-1
p"rouDS was 17.31 responses per minute while the mean decrease

for the MULT VI-1 VI-1 TO conditions was 16.5S responses per

minute
VJ^-S

baseline conditions .

With a five-fold increase

in the reinforcement density occurring during presentations of

the SI stimulus, the rate of responding increased initially

for all eight subjects.

The rate remained elevated for all

subjects in the MULT VI-5 VI-5 pretrained condition and for
three of the four subjects comprising the MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO

baseline group.

The response rate for the remaining subject

(Bird 16) of the later group declined and was slightly below

the terminal baseline training level by the end of disc-

rimination training.
Considering the S2 response rates during discrimination
per
training, an increase (10.33, S.67, and 14.67 responses

20

minute) relative to baseline training, was found for three
of the four subjects (Birds 9, 10, and 11) who had previously

been given MULT VI-5 VI-5 baseline training.

For these three

subjects, the concurrent increase in response rate during
the SI and S2 stimuli is a result characteristic of positive

induction as reported. by Reynolds (1963).

The S2 rate of

responding for the remaining bird (Bird 12) decreased only
slightly with the introduction of discrimination training.
In contrast, one subject (Bird 13) from the MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO

condition showed a decreased S2 response rate (decrease of
39.67 responses per minute) while concurrently increasing the
SI rate, e.g. exhibited behavioral contrast.

rate for Bird

1

4 of

The S2 response

this condition remained unchanged from

baseline training while the rate during the S2 stimulus for

Bird 15 increased 39.67 responses per minute and the rate for
Bird 16 decreased 17.66 responses per minute.
In summary then, behavioral contrast was evident

for all subjects given MULT VI-1 VI-1 baseline training while

only two of the MULT VI-1 VI-1 TO trained subjects exhibited

contrast during the course of discrimination training.

Like-

wise, one of the MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO subjects (Bird 13) exhibited

behavioral contrast with the remaining birds (Birds 15 and l6)
either increasing their

SI

and S2 rates of responding or

increasing the rate during one stimulus while the rate during
the other stimulus remained relatively unchanged (Bird 14).

animals
For the MULT VI-5 VI-5 pretrained condition, all of the
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increased their response rate during SI presentations with
three of the four animals also increasing their S2 response
rates (positive induction).

The S2 rate for the fourth

subject (Bird 12) of the MULT VI-5 VI-5

MULT VI-1 VI-5

condition decreased slightly in reference to the terminal

baseline level.

Discrimination performance .

Reference to Figure

1

will indicate that all subjects who were given MULT VI-1 VI-1

baseline training preceding the MULT VI-1 VI-5 discrimination

showed reliable differences between the response rate in the

presence of the

SI

component and the response rate during

presentations of the S2 stimulus.
subjects (Birds

5

In contrast, only two

and 7) of the MULT VI-1 VI-1 TO condition

(see Figure 2) indicated reasonable separation of the response

rates.

These two birds it will be remembered are the subjects

of this condition from which behavioral contrast was obtained.

Bird 6 of the MULT VI-1 VI-1 TO condition indicated a reduced
degree of discrimination while Bird S responded at nearly the
same rate in the presence of the two discriminative stimuli.

Considering the MULT VI-5 VI-5 condition, it is
apparent from Figure

3

that all subjects, with the possible

exception of Bird 9, discriminated between the SI and S2
stimuli.

In the case of Bird 9, the S2 rate increased during

thereby
the final discrimination sessions for unknown reasons

reducing the rate seperation.

For the MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO

rate separation
groups (Figure 4), Bird 13 showed excellent

22

while the remaining subjects showed only

a

moderate degree

of discrimination between the stimuli.
In summary, the discrimination performance
was

retarded for most of the subjects who had received
either a
TO or the MULT VI-5 VI-5 schedule during
baseline
sessions.

However, the

majority of the MULT VI-1 VI-1 subjects learned

the discrimination problem.

In fact, the discrimination results

obtained from the MULT VI-] VI-1

—MULT

VI-1 VI-5 condition

are in exact accord with the results reported by Weisman
(1969).
An analysis of variance using SI percentage scores
[SI

responses/(Sl + S2 responses)] over the last three dis-

crimination days as data indicated a reliable Groups effect,
F(3,12) = 4.95,

£<

.025.

When the Groups effect was par-

titioned, it was found that subjects receiving MULT VI-1 VI-1

baseline training differed significantly from subjects receiving

mLT

VI-5 VI-5 training, F(l,12) = 5.06,

£<

.05,

and that the

reinforcement schedule during baseline interacted with the
effect of whether or not the subjects experienced a TO,
F(l,12) = 5.42, p < ,05.

Considering the group means, 73^

of the total responses for the MULT VI-1 VI-] condition were

emitted during SI presentations while only 59^, 59^, and 5B^
of the resnonses were during S] periods for the MULT VI-l VI-1

MULT VT-5 VT-5 TO, and MULT VI-5 VI-5 conditions, respectively.

Generalization Test
Since the present procedures for the MULT VI-1
VI-1

and

for'

the MULT VI-S VT-5 experimental conditions were a

TO,
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direct replication of the procedures reported by Weisman
(1969)
it was expected that the MULT VI-1 VI-1 •-MULT
VI-1 VI-5

condition would yield U-shaped generalization gradients

(inhibitory stimulus control) while the MULT VI-5 VI-5

MULT VI-1 VI-5 condition would yield flat generalization
gradients.

and

7

However, as Figure

5

(MULT VI-1 VI-1 condition)

(MULT VI-5 VI-5 condition) indicate, the post-dis-

crimination generalization gradients from the present experiment
were not U-shaped but were of an excitatory nature.

That is,

instead of the 0° line orientation controlling the lowest

response rate, as in Weisman'

s

study, the present experiment

indicates that the S2 stimulus (0° line) controlled either the
highest or second highest rate of response in all subjects.
Even though the MULT VI-1 VI-1 gradients were flatter than
the MULT VI-5 VI-5 gradients, both sets of gradients are

clearly excitatory.

Considering those subjects who encountered a TO
during baseline training, the same conclusions as above

may be applied.

That is, as shown in Figures 6 (MULT VI-1

VI-1 TO condition) and g (MULT VI-5 VI-5 TO condition), the

generalization gradients along the line tilt dimension clearly
have peaks at or near the S2 stimulus.
The generalization gradients presented in Figures
5,

6,

7,

and S are plotted in terms of total number of responses

emitted in the presence of each generalization test stimulus.
This response measure was chosen so that direct comparisions

.
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of the p;eneralization gradients could be made between the

present investigation and the Weisman (1969) study.

Since

each stimulus was presented for a total of four minutes (four
one minute stimulus presentations)
in Figures

5,

6,

7,

,

response

totals presented

and S may be transformed to response rate

(responses per minute) by dividing each total by four.

Summary of Results
The results indicate that during the baseline

phase of the present experiment, the response rate for those

subjects who received a TO stimulus in addition to the SI and
S2 stimuli was elevated relative to the response rate of

subjects who received just the SI and S2 stimuli.

When all

of the subjects were then given discrimination training according

to a MULT VI-1 VI-5 reinforcement schedule, the degree of

behavioral contrast and the degree of response rate separation
was attentuated for the subjects having previously received
the TO or MULT VI-5 VI-5 schedule.

the MULT VI-1 VI-1

Moreover, the results of

MULT VI-1 VI-5 condition agree per-

fectly with previously reported findings (Weisman, 1969).
Surprisingly, however, when a generalization test
of the
along the line orientation dimension was given, all
or near
resulting generalization gradients were peaked at

the S2 stimulus.
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Discussion

From the generalization gradients obtained from
Experiment

I,

it is clear that none of the sequence conditions

generated gradients that would be taken as indicative of
inhibitory stimulus control.

Rather, all of the gradients

obtained were decremental with the gradient peak at or near
the S2 stimulus.

It is similarly clear that the gradients

reported by Weisman (1969) obtained after MULT VI-1 VI-1
MULT VI-1 VI-5 training were U-shaped, indicating inhibitory
stimulus control.

Deriment

I

Since the MULT VI-1 VI-1 condition of Ex-

was replicated from Weisman 's investigation and since

the baseline and discrimination performance from Experiment I

closely approximate comparable data from the Weisman in-

vestigation, the reason for the absence of U-shaped gradients
in the present experiment is unclear.

Two possible explanations for the different results

will be considered.

In the first instance, it could be

argued that if the inter-reinforcement intervals of the VI-5
schedule differed between the two experiments, this difference

might partially account for the divergent results.

That is,

in the oresent experiment the VI-5 reinforcement schedule

was composed of three random orders of four inter-reinforcement

intervals (43, 150, 314, and 751 seconds).

Even though the

mean inter-reinforcement interval is five minutes, intervals
similar to those of the VI-1 schedule were present.

The

inter-reinforcement intervals characteristic of the VI-1
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schedule were 4, 12, 23, 35, 49, 70, 102, and 1^5 seconds.
If the response rate was controlled by the inter-reinforcement

intervals rather than by the absolute density of reinforcement,
then the present VI-1 and VI-5 schedules could be considered
to be hip;hlv similar.

Also if the VI-5 schedule employed by

Weisman contained only long intervals relative to the VI-1
schedule, that VI-5 schedule would allow for more non-rein-

forced responding (extinction) than a schedule which contained
some relatively short inter-reinforcement intervals.

The

behavioral effect of addinp- short inter-reinforcement intervals
into the VT-5 schedule would be an increase in the rate of

responding (Catania and Reynolds, 196^) which would reduce
the rate seperation between the VI-1 and VI-5 stimulus
romponf^nts.

With the rate seperation reduced, the probability

of observing a U-shaped generalization gradient around the S2

stimulus would be greatly decreased.

While the above argument

is plausible and worthy of further investigation, Weisman

(personal communication) indicated that the VI-5 schedule

emnloyed in his investigation did contain some short inter-

reinforcement intervals.

While the Weisman schedule (Segal,

1964) was not derived from the Fleshier and Hoffman (1962)

series as were the VI-1 and VI-5 schedules employed in

Experiment

I,

the Weisman schedule and the present schedule

are comparable.

In fact, the differences between the two

the differences
schedules may not be great enough to account for

investigations.
observed between the results of the two
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The other possible explanation for the present

results concerns the lack of generalized response tendency
to those stimuli most removed from the S2 stimulus (± 60° and
± 90° line

orientations).

As can be seen from examination

of the generalization gradients, the response output to the

i 90° and, to a lesser extent, the ± 60° line
orientations
is quite low.

When the rate of responding is so low on the

end points of the gradient the probability of observing

further decreases in the presence of stimuli more similar
to the S2 stimulus is drastically reduced.
The explanation for the reduced response strength

along the S2 dimension is unclear.

The answer may lie in

some inherent flaw in either the orthogonal training procedure
or in the stimuli that were employed in the present experiment.

The letter explanation is countered, however, by the obser-

vation that the response rate did vary with presentations of
different line orientations; a result indicating stimulus
control by line orientation or some aspect correlated with
line orientation.

Whatever the explanation, the fact remains

that in order to observe reliable U-shaped generalization

gradients, the response strength must be elevnted across the
entire line tilt dimension.

A

procedure to increase the

resnonse tendency is available and was employed in Experiment TI
One conclusion, however, is derivable from Experiment
T:

The conclusion being that since behavioral contrast was

observed in all of the MULT VI-1 VI-1 subjects and for other

2g

individual subjects in the remaining conditions and since

inhibitory gradients were not obtained for any of these
subjects, the presence of behavioral contrast as a sufficient

condition for inhibitory stimulus control must be denied.
Even though a covariation between the degree of inhibitory

control and the degree of behavioral contrast was not
obtained, the fact remains, that in the present situation
the occurrence of behavioral contrast and the development
of inhibitory stimulus control were not related.
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CHAPTER

III

Experiment II
As was indicated in the preceding discussion, one

possible explanation for the absence of U-shaped generalization
p;radjents in Experiment I was the low degree of generalized

response tendency from the green stimulus to the points on
the line tilt dimension.

By inference from the obtained

generalization gradients, it would appear that the conditioned
response tendency occasioned by the VI-5 reinforcement
schedule in effect during presentations of the 0° line tilt

stimulus was gr eater than the generalized response tendency,
derived from the orthogonal green stimulus, at all of the
line tilt values.

Since the response tendency for the

0*^

line would therefore be greater than the response tendency

for any other line orientation, it would be predicted that
diiring p-eneralization testinp",

a decremental gradient,

peaked at the 0° line stimulus, would be observed.
results of Experiment

I

The

are consistent with the foregoing analysif

This explanation sup-gests at least one possible

nmcedure which could

be employed to increase the probability

of observing U-shaped generalization gradients.

That is, if

the response rate for each line tilt stimulus is elevated

shove the baseline level through the use of contingent

reinforcement instead of through the weaker process of

generalization from the orthogonal dimension, then the
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occurrence of a decrease in the response strength for the S2
stimulus mip;ht more easily be examined.
Specifically, by administering reinforcement

according to a VI-1 schedule during presentations of all line
tilt stimuli together with presentations of the blank green

stimulus during baseline training, the response tendency to
all points of the line orientation dimension should be greater

than when only the 0° line tilt and the green stimulus are

presented as in Experiment

I.

When discrimination training

is then instituted, any decrease

occasioned by the reinforcement

schedule associated with the S2 stimulus should be easily

observed when a post-discrimination generalization test is
administered.
The above technique has been used by both Honig
(196]) and later by Weisman and Palmer (196B).

In the latter

investigation extremely steep U-shaped generalization gradients
were obtained following MULT VI-1 EXT discrimination training

which was preceded by non-differential VI-1 training during

which all of the generalization stimuli (line tilts) were
presented daily.
It was therefore the

purpose

of Experiment TI

to further examine the relationship between the occurrence

inhibitory
of behavioral contrast and the development of

stimulus control.

As in Experiment T, the TO stimulus was

degree of
employod in baseline training so as to reduce the

training.
behavioral contrast during discrimination
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Method
§H^Jjcts.

Twenty White Carneaux pigeons, at least

six months old, were used as subjects.
weTP!;ht

for all subjects was 544 grams.

The mean ad libitum
The subjects were

housed individually and were placed on a maintenance schedule

{1%

of ad libitum weipht) that was identical to the main-

tenance schedule for subjects of Experiment
Apparatus .

I.

The programming and stimulus projection

units were identical to that employed in Experiment I.
Prel iminary trainin g.

As in Experiment I, the

subjects were habituated to the operant chamber, feeder
trained, shaped to peck the response key which was illuminated

with the green stimulus, and finally given experience with
a fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement.

All procedural

details are common with those of Experiment I.

Baseline training .

Following two VI-30 sec sessions,

all subjects were given twenty daily VI-1 baseline sessions

during which four presentations of each of the seven stimulus
were scheduled.

During VI-1 baseline training, a VI-1 rein-

forcement schedule, identical to the VI-1 schedule of Ex-

periment

I,

was employed f or,> all subjects.

Similarily,

all subjects were exposed to a random order of the seven

generalization test stimuli (six line tilts on a green
background plus the green background) each day.
orders of stimuli presentations were used.

Two random

The first stimuli

was identical to the initial twenty-eight stimuli presentations
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of the generalization test while the second
stimulus order

was identical to the next twenty-eight stimuli presentations
of the ,p;eneralization test.

In addition,

eight subjects

(TO trained subjects) also received fourteen TO stimuli which

were inserted in the same ordinal position of the daily-

sessions as in Experiment

I.

Discrimination training .

Following baseline

training, four subjects which had experienced the VI-1 baseline training were given fourteen sessions of single stimulus
tr;3ining in the presence of the 0° line imposed on the green

backp-round.

Each daily session consisted of 14 one minute

stimulus presentations during which the VI-5 reinforcement
schedule was operative.
The remaining sixteen subjects were given dis-

crimination training with either a MULT VI-1 EXT or
MULT VI-1 VI-5 schedule.
VI-1

a

Of the eight subjects who received

baseline training, four subjects were assigned to the

MULT VI-1

EXT discrimination condition while four subjects

were assigned to the MULT VI-1 VI-5 condition.

Similarily,

four of the previously trained VI-1 TO subjects experienced
the MULT VI-1 EXT discrimination while the remaining four

subjects from the VI-1 TO baseline condition received the
MULT VI-1 VI-5 discrimination.

Discrimination training was

conducted for fourteen sessions with the same daily stimulus
order as employed in Experiment

I,

.
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Following discrimination training, all subjects

received a Er;eneralization test which was in all ways identical
to the generalization test administered at the termination
of Exneriment I.

That is, each of the six line orientations

nlus the green background were presented 10 times each in

randomized blocks of seven, 30 sec stimulus periods.
5

sec TO seperated each stimulus-on period.

(VT-1

)

A

Four reinforced

presentations of the green stimulus preceded the

generalization test.
Results
To test for similaritly among the five conditions

Drior to the introduction of the baseline conditions, the

response rates in the presence of the seven stimuli from the
two VT-30 sessions were submitted to an analysis of variance.
The variance analysis indicated that the five groups did not
differ- (F

<

1

)

Baseline Training
The mean daily response rate in the presence of the

blank green stimulus (Si) and the o" line on the green
surround fS2) for each sub.iect of the five conditions is
shown to the left of the vertical line
11

,

12,

and

1

i.n

Figures 9, ^0,

3.

An analysis of variance of the mean response rate

VT-1
during each of the seven stimuli across the final two

baseline sessions indicated that the response rate had
stabilized, i.e., Days effect (F < 1).
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In contrast to the finding of Experiment
I, however,

the terminal response rate for the subjects
receiving a TO

was not significantly elevated relative to the non-TO

trained subjects.

The difference between the TO and non-TO

conditions did not approach statistical reliability, although
the mean response rate for the three conditions without the
TU (70.92, 65.21, and 5B.$5 responses per minute) was lower,
in each case, than the mean response rate for the two TO

conditions (75.36 and 71.14 responses per minute).
When the mean response rate of the two VI-1 TO
conditions from Exoeriment

T

was compared with the response

rate of the two TO conditions of Experiment II, it was

found that the mean rates were comparable, i.e. 71.33 responses
per minute (Experiment I) and 73.25 responses per minute

(Experiment TI)

.

It would seem, therefore, that the effect

of the TO stimulus is to increase the response rate emitted

to stimuli projected on the response key in both Experiment
T

and II.

When a similar comparision of the mean response

rates for the non-TO trained subjects (VI-1 conditions) of
the two Experiments was made, it was found that the mean

response rate from Experiment
wpr,

T

(3^.37 responses per minute)

drastically lower than the rate observed in Experiment TI

(66.f^7

responses per minute).

The conclusion becomes, then,

with the addition of either the TO stimulus or the occurrence
of multiple stimuli during baseline training, the response

rate is elevated above that level exhibited ^y subjects in

that
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a condition of Experiment I which received only the SI
and

S2 stimuli (MULT VI-1 VI-1 or MULT VI-5 VI-5)

Discrimination Training
Sinp;le stimulus Vl-5 condition.

The right hand

panel of Figure 9 indicates the daily response rate in the

nresence of the 0° line tilt following the reduction in

reinforcement density from VI-l to VI-5.

By inspection of

Figure 9, it is evident that over the first several VI-5
sessions, the effect of the reinforcement reduction was a

lowering of the response rate.

However, by the end of the

fourteen daily sessions, the response rate for each subject
had increased to

a

level similar to that displayed during

the VT-1 baseline condition.

Specifically, the mean response

rate over the ]ast three VI-5 sessions had increased 2.00

resDonses oer minute for Bird 17 and decreased 16.00, 13.50,
and 2. SO responses per minute for Birds iS, 19, and 20,

respecti velv.

The mean response rate decrease for the VI-5

sinp-le stimulus condition, then, was 7.50 responses per

minute.

This decrease relative to the baseline level was

not st.-^tistiml ly significant, t(3) - 1.74.
^/r^'^''^'

'^L

^J^^-^'^^S'^^^P-.

^rirSlZ ^7 pre senta tions.

The

mean dailv response rates during each discriminative stimulus
for the VI-1

MULT VI-1 EXT condition are depicted to the

right of the vertical line in Figure 10.

From inspection

of Fip:ure 10 it can be seem that relative to the VI-1 base-

discrimination
line level, the response rate increased during

,
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training for all subjects durinp; presentations of
the
stimulus and decreased

durin^P;

SI

presentations of the S2 stimulus

when responses were non-reinforced.

The response rate

increase for each subject was 2g.50, 69.50, 13.50, and
22.50

responses oer minute while the response rate decrease was
52.50,

53.00, 67. 50,, and 24.50 responses per minute, re-

spectively.

It is apparent, then, that behavioral contrast

was obtained for each subject of the YI-1

MULT VI-1 EXT

condition

Considering Figure 11 in which the response rates
for each subject of the VI-1 TO

are shown, a similar
of results was observed.

MULT VI-1 EXT condition

through not identical

spectrum

The response rate during the S2

stimulus decreased for all subjects of this condition (55.99,
46.83, 86.00, and 48.17 responses per minute for the four

subjects) while only three of the four subjects (Birds 26,
27,

and 28) showed an SI increase in the response rate (12,83,
For the

58.17, 41.67 responses per minute, respectively).

remaininPT subject (Bird 25), the mean SI rate of responding

across the last three discrimination days had decreased
2.67 >-esponses per minute relative to the terminal baseline
leve].

Therefore, for Bird 25, the occurrence of

a

TO during

baseline training abolished the SI rate increase that was
evident durinp; discrimination training for the other three
s^ibiects.

Similarily, when the mean increase in response

rate fo^ the VI-] TO condition was compared ^o the increase

.
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in resDonse rate for the non-TO subjects, it was found that

the increase in response rate was essentially the same for
the non-TO trained subjects (33.25 response per minute) and

for the VI-1 TO trained subjects (27.50 responses per minute).

Therefore, it may be concluded that the TO during baseline
training, unlike Experiment

I,

had little effect on the degree

of behavioral contrast that occurred following the initiation
of discrimination training.

Taken together, the subjects receiving the MULT VI-1
Ext discrimination training increased their response rate
durinr: ST

presentations significantly above the terminal

baseline level, t(7) = 3.50,

£<

.005 while concurrently

decreasing their response rate during S2 presentations

significantly below the terminal baseline level, t(7) = S.72,

£ < ,001.

The actual response rate increase during SI

nresentations was 30.37 responses per minute while the
response rate decrease during S2 presentations was 54.1^

responses per minute.

The concurrent response rate changes

indicate that behavioral contrast was evident for a majority
of the subjects receiving the MULT VI-1 EXT discrimination

schedul e
S2 pres entations .
^^J^^-l 9l VI- 5 during

The right

hand panel of Figure 12 indicates the mean response rate
durinp- MULT VI-1

VI-5 discrimination training for the subjects

baseline
who had received VI-1 training to all stimuli during

training sessions.

the
As an index of behavioral contrast,

3^

respon<^e rate over the last three discrimination sessions

for the

S1

and S2 stimuli was compared to the response rate

emitted durinp; these stimuli at the termination of baseline
tr.-^i

ninp;.

Us-ing

Reynold's (1961) definition of behavioral

contrast (an increase in the rate of response during SI

accomnanied by a decrease during S2)

,

it was found that two

of the four subjects of this condition (Birds 30 and 32)

showed evidence of behavioral contrast.
51

For Bird 30, the

response rate increased, relative to baseline, 3.17

responses ner minute along with a concurrent S2 response rate
decrease of 40.17 responses per minute while for Bird 31,
the response rate increase during SI presentations was 22,50

responses oer minute and the response rate decrease during
52 presentations was 12.17 response per minute.

Of the

remaininp- two subjects, Bird 29 showed a decrease in both the
SI and S2 response rate;

5.00 responses per minute decrease

for SI and 30.67 response per minute decrease for S2, while

Bird 32 increased both the SI and S2 response rate; 7.67

responses per minute increase for SI ^nd S.17 responses per
minute increase for S2.

Therefore when these VI-1 baseline

trained subjects were subjected to the MULT VI-1 VI-5

discrimination schedule, only two of the four subjects showed
behavioral contrast.
contrast
In regard to the development of behavioral
for the VI-1 TO

MULT VI-1 VI-5 subjects (see Figure 13),

contrast (23.67
only one subject (Bird 34) showed behavioral

.
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resDonsf-s per minute SI increase and 2.17 response per minute
S2 decrease).

Bird 33 increased both the SI and S2 response

rate (increase of 21.50 response per minute for SI and
an increase of 30.67 responses per minute for S2) while

Birds

3 5

and 36 decreased both their SI and S2 response

rate (decrease of 25.17 and 42.50 response per minute for
51

and S2 respectively for Bird 35 and 11.33 and 67.11

response per minute for SI and S2 respectively for Bird 36).
Therefore, for the MULT VI-1 VI-5 discrimination
suhiects, two of the non-TO trained subjects and one of the
TO trained subjects developed a moderate degree of behavioral

contrast while the remaining subjects either increased or

decreased their response rate during both the SI and S2
stimuli
Due to the degree of between subject variability

and the lack of separation in response rate for Bird 33, the

results of t-tests performed on the SI response rate increases
and the S2 response rate decreases were not statistically

reliable.

However, the mean decrease in S2 response rate

(19.63 responses per minute) was considerably greater than
the mean S2 response rate decrease (7.50 response per minute)

observed for the VI-1

^-Vl-5

condition.

When the response

rate on S2 trials following SI stimuli presentations was

compared to the S2 response rate on trial following other
52 stimuli presentations, it was found that the S2 response

prerate was significatly depressed following SI stimuli

40

sentations relative to the S2 response rate foil owing other
S2 stimuli nresentations

,

F(l,7) = 9.27,

n<

.025.

That is,

the response rate on S2 trials followinp SI trials was 37.24

response per minute as compared to 50. 3^ response per minute
for S2 trials following other S2 trials.

It would appear,

then, that the difference in S2 response rate decrease

between the MULT VI-1 VI-5 conditions as compared to the
VT-5 single stimulus condition was partially accounted for
by a deoression in the S2 response rate due to preceding
SI stimuli presentations for the subjects receiving the

MULT VI-1 VI-5 discrimination schedule.
By comparing the subjects who received the MULT VI-1

EXT discrimination with the TWLT VI-1 VI-5 discrimination

subjects it was observed that the MULT VI-1 EXT subjects
has a larger

SI

- S2 rate separation than was evident for

the MULT Vl-1 VI-5 subjects.

In order to ascertain the

magnitude of the difference in SI - S2 rate seperation as
a

function of the reinforcement schedule operative during S2,

an analysis of variance was performed on the mean response

rates for the

SI

and S2 stimuli in the two discrimination

conditions over the last three discrimination sessions.

The

results of the analysis indicated a Stimuli X S2 Schedule
effect which was highly reliable, F(l,12) = 1^.99,

p.

< .001.

produced
In order to determine the exact relationshin which
the mean
tho significant Stimuli X S2 Schedule interaction,

response rates comprising this interaction

Vvere

examined.
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This examination of the menn resnonse rates indicated that
the MITT VT-1

rate nnd a

]

EXT schedule produced a higher SI response

ower S2 resDonse rate than did the MULT VI-1 VI-5

discrimination schedule.

That is, the

SI

response rate for

the MIJLT VI-1 VI-5 condition (73.33 responses per minute)

was lower than the

SI

response rate obtained from the

MULT VI-1 EXT subjects (102.^7 responses ner minute).

Concurrent

with this difference, it was found that the S2 response rate
for the MULT VI-1 VI-5 condition was higher than the S2

resDonse rate for the MULT VI-1 EXT condition (48.00 vs
22.00 response Der minute).

Therefore, by employing a

MULT VI-1 VT-5 reinforcement schedule during discrimination
training;, the degree of response rate separation for the

two discriminative stimuli was reduced as compared to the

results from the MULT VI-1 EXT condition.

When the percentage of total responses emitted
during SI presentations was considered, the above conclusion
was further substantiated.

That is, the subjects of the

MULT VI-1 EXT condition emitted 85.54/o of their responses
in the nresence of the SI stimulus while the subjects of

the MIJLT VI-1 VI-5 condition emitted only 60.

responses to the SI stimulus.
reliable, F(l,12) = 37.20,

p<

54/°

of their

This difference is highly
.001.

Generalization Test
which
The generalization gradients for each subject
VI-1
received single stimulus VI-5 training following

.

;
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baseline experience are presented in Fip;ure 14.

The gradients,

while nresented in terms of the total number of responses
emitted during presentations of the generalization test
stimuli, may be transformed to rate of responding gradients

bv the method indicated in Experiment T.

It is evident

from inspection of Figure 14 that three of the subjects

produced U-shaped generalization gradients following single
stimnlus traini np-.

The p:radients were centered at the 0°

linp orientation for two of the subjects (Birds 17 and

while for Bird 19 the gradient minimum was at the
value.

-60*^

line

The fourth subject of this condition (Bird 20)

produced a relatively flat generalization gradient possiblyindicating

a

lack of specific line tilt stimulus control.

Considering the subjects who received discrimination
traininp- according to the MULT VI-1

EXT schedule, the gen-

eralization gradients depicted in Figure 15 (VI-1 baseline
subjects) and Figure l6 (VI-1 TO subjects) are clearly

U-shaned and could be taken as indicative of inhibitory
stimulus control.

In all cases the gradients are quite

qt^en and exhbit a minimum at the S2 stimulus value.
In regard to the relationship between behavioral

contrast and inhibitory stimulus control, it is of particular

interest to note the generalization gradient exhibited by

Bird 2$,

During discrimination training. Bird 25 did not

show a response rate increase during
SI

presentations of the

stimulus but did exhibit a greatly reduced response rate

.
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durinr pror.entations of the S2 stimulus.

The generalization

p-radipnt exhibited by Bird 2S was U-shaped and is in no

fundamental way different from the gradients exhibited by

subverts who both increased their response rate during the
51

stimulus and decreased their response rate during the

52 stimulus, i.e. exhibited behavioral contrast.

Therefore,

the conclusion is reached that the occurrence of behavioral contr,
is not a necessary antecedent for the development of in-

hibitory stimulus control as indexed by U-shaped generalization
p-radients
In regard to the effect of the TO during baseline

training, comparisions of the gradients in Figure 15 (nonTO subjects) and Figure l6 (TO subjects) indicate no qual-

itative differences.

It appears, therefore, that the TO

effect is specific to the training phase and does not interact

with the test of dimensional control.

Generalization gradients from subjects receiving
the

r^IT,T

VI-1 VT-5 discrimination are depicted in Figure 17

for the non-TO baseline trained subjects and in Figure iB
for the TO trained subjects.

It is clear from these two

VI-5
Fip-ures that the gradients obtained for all MULT VI-1

subjects, with the exception of Bird 33, were U-shai5^d.
.^bsenop of a U-shaped gradient for Bird

The

^

was not unexpected

to the two
sinre this subject did not respond differentially
Therefore, given the baseline training
^ir^rrirr^ir^r^t^ve stimuln.
in response rate
conditions of Experiment IT, a difference

-radient
discrimination training is necessary for U-shnnpd
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Tt should be noted that while the gradients from

the MULT VI-1 VI-5 subjects are not as steep as the gradients

obtained from the MULT VI-1 EXT subjects, the gradients
from the former condition are comparable to those presented
by Weisman (1969)
As was the case for the MULT VI-1 EXT subjects,

the occurrence or non-occurrence of behavioral contrast

during the

WLT

VI-1 VI-5 discrimination phase was not a

reliable predictor of U-shaped generalization gradients.
That is, while some subjects exhibited a slight degree of

behavioral contrast, seven of the eight MQLT VI-1 VI-5
subjects exhibited reliable U-shaped gradients.

This result

is taken as conclusive evidence against the hypothesis
relatinn- behavj oral contrast and inhibitory stimulus control.

In order to compare the gradients obtained from

the last two baseline sessions with the gradients derived

from the p-eneralization test, the mean response rates emitted

durin^ each line tilt stimulus for each subject was submitted
to
the

P.r)

analvsis of variance.

mLT

Considering the gradients from

VI-1 EXT and MULT VI-1 VI-5 conditions, thp analysis

indicated thnt the gradients obtained during the general i^.at ion
test differed sip-nif icantl v from the baseline gradients,
17(5^(i^Q)

^ 13.^7,

2<

.001.

Furthermore, this difference was

S2
modulated by whether the reinforcement schedule during

was extinction or VI-5.

That is, the postdiscrimination

of depression
p.enerali7.ation gradients showed a greater degree
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around the S2 stimulus (the .gradient
was steeper) for sub.iects
receiving extinction durin^^ S2
presentations than for subjects
receiving- VI-5 durinp; S2 presentations,
F(5,7S)
= 3.30,

The TO effect did not interact
significantly with
the above S2 schedule difference, (F
< 1).

r

< .025.

Of particular interest in regard to
the antecedent
of U-shaped generalization gradients is
the change in the

gradient shape for subjects receiving single stimulus
VI-5
training as compared to subjects receiving MULT VI-1
VI-5

discrimination training.

Considering the single stimulus

VI-5 condition, it was found that the gradient following
single stimulus training did not differ significantly from
the gradient obtained from the final two VI-1 baseline

sessions, F( 5,75) = 2.80.

In contrast, the postdiscrimination

generalization gradient for the subjects receiving the
MULT VI-1 VI-5 discrimination did differ significantly from
the baseline gradient, F(5,75) = 2.71,

pradients for the VI-1

£<

.05.

Since the

VI-5 subjects did not change

significantly due to the VI-5 training, the effect of

a

reduction in reinforcement density from VI-1 to VI-5 during
the S2 stimulus is not the sole antecedent for the gradient

change observed in the MULT VI-1 VI-5 conditions.

It would

appear, therefore, that the occurrence of U-shaped generalizatior
gr-adients around the S2 stimulus following MULT VI-1 VI-5

discrimination training was due primarily to the presence of
the orthogonal SI stimulus -during which reinforcement was
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d-livered more densely relative to the S2
schedule.
The presence of the stimulus associated
with the VI-1

reinforcement schedule also contributed to the
greater

resDonserate reduction during the S2 stimulus for the
MULT VI-1 VI-5 subjects as compared to the single
stimulus
VI-5 subjects. The greater reduction in the rate

during S2

observed for the MULT VI-1 VI-5 condition was due to the

decreased rate of responding during S2 stimulus periods which
were preceded by

S]

stimulus periods.

This effect has been

termed nepative induction (Pavlov, 1927).

Relative general ization gradients

.

The changes

in gradient shape that are due to the conditions imposed

following baseline training are more easily observed when

relative generalization gradients are considered.

In order

to depict the relative generalization gradients, a percentage

measure was formed by dividing the total number of responses
to each stimulus for each subject by the total number of

responses emitted to all stimuli.

A mean of these percentage

scores for each group on both the last two baseline sessions
f

triangles) and the generalization test session (circles)

is shown in Figure ]9.

Considering the VT-]

»

VI-5 condition, it can be

seen from the ton panel of Figure 19 that the reduction in

reinforcement density did not substantially alter the baseline
generalization gradient.

In effect, the gradient following

VI-5 sinp^le stimulus training is identical to the gradient

Relative Generalization Gradients for all Five
Conditions on Last two Baseline Sessions (trianf^l
and on the Generalisation Tost Session (circles).
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obtained from the last two baseline sessions.

However,

the p-radient following single stimulus training does
indicated
a

slight increase in the percentage of responses emitted to

the ± QCr line stimulus and to the blank green stimulus.

The

increase in the responses to the blank green stimulus is

interesting since the green stimulus had not been presented
since the termination of baseline training.
The gradients for the two groups receiving extinction

during the S2 stimulus (VI-1
MUT.T VI-1

MULT VI-1 EXT and VI-1 TO-^s*-

KXT conditions) indicate a reduction in the per-

centage score for stimuli around the S2 stimulus and an

increase in the percentage score for the ± 90° stimulus
value and the blank green stimulus.

This increase in the

number of responses to the blank green stimulus and to the
stimuli on the wings of the generalization gradient reflects
the occurrence of behavioral contrast during discrimination

training.
The gradients for the VI-1

^-MULT VI-1 VI-5

condition are shown in the fourth panel of Figure 19.

The

same general gradient shape was obtained in this condition
as was obtained in the conditions in which extinction was

scheduled during S2 presentations.

However, there was only

a slip-ht increase in the percentage of responses emitted to

the blank stimulus for the MULT VI-1 VI-5 condition during
the p-eneralization test as compared to the percentage of

responses emitted to the blank green stimulus at the ter-

4S

mination of baseline training.
The gradient from the generalization test for the

VI-1 TO

*^MULT

VI-1 VI-5 condition, shown in the bottom

Danel of Figure 19, is almost identical to the gradient

obtained from the last two baseline sessions with two
exceptions:

a decrease was observed in the number of responses

emitted to the S2 stimulus and an increase was obtained in
the number of responses emitted to the SI stimulus during
the n-enerali zation test.

The decrease in response rate for

the S2 stimulus is due to negative induction effects occasioned

by the

SI

stimulus during discrimination training while the

mean increase in SI response rate is due primarily to Bird 36
who emitted an unusually large percentage (2B^) of the

generalization test responses to the SI stimulus.
It is evident, therefore, that when the relative

generalization gradients before discrimination training are
compared with the gradients after discrimination training,
the effect of behavioral contrast during discrimination

training is reflected in the postdiscrimination generalization
test gradients as an increase in the proportion of responses

emitted to those stimuli on the line tilt dimension most

removed from the S2 stimulus and by an increase in the proDortion
of responses emitted to the blank green stimulus.

Likewise,

the effect of a reduction in reinforcement density during S2

stimulus presentations along with the possibility for induction
effects due to the SI stimulus was reflected as a depression
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of the baseline p;eneralization
gradients around the S2 stimulus.

These two factors taken together lead to
the observation of
U-shaped absolute and relative postdiscrimination
generalization
p-radients along the line tilt dimension.
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CHAPTER

TV

Discussion and Conclusions
The major finding of the present set of experiments
can be summarized as follows:

Behavioral contrast as defined

bv Reynolds (I96I) is neither a necessary nor a sufficient

condition for the development of inhibitory stimulus control.
That contrast is not a necessary condition is seen from the

results of Experiment II where steep incremental U-shaped

generalization gradients were obtained from subjects showing
little if any behavioral contrast.

Likewise, the results of

indicate that behavioral contrast can not be

Experiment

I

taken as

sufficient condition for inhibitory stimulus

a

control since the MULT VI-1 VI-1

^MULT

VI-1 VI-5 condition,

while showing a degree of contrast during discrimination
training comparable to that reported by Weisman (1969),

showed no inhibitory control when a generalization test was
given.

Instead, the resulting generalization gradients of

Exneriment

I

were peaked at or near the S2 stimulus value and

exhibited all of the characteristics attributed to excitatory

generalization gradients.

The findings of the present in-

vestigation would necessarily call into question those
hypotheses relating behavioral contrast and the development
of inhibitory stimulus control,

experiments
A further conclusion of the present

investigating
concerns the usefulness of the TO as an aid in
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behavioral contrast and related discrimination effects.

Since

the TO effect did not significantly interact with the measure
of stimulus control (generalization gradients), the TO effect

appears to be specific to the training phase.

Through the use

of the TO in a variety of experimental arrangements, the

antecedents of behavioral contrast might be more meaningfully
determined.
The procedure employed in Experiment II whereby all
of the generalization test stimuli, coupled with the VI-1 rein-

forcement schedule were presented during the baseline training

nhase has been criticized bv Honig (1Q61) for the following
rpa^.on.

Honig considers that

a

generalization test administered

following training to all of the test stimuli is not a "true"

I

test of the generalized response strength since the general ization|
test stimuli are not novel to the subject.

assumed that

a

Honig also

U-shaped generalization gradient on a stimulus

continuum where all of the test stimuli had previously been

Daired with reinforcement and then responses in the presence
of one stimulus value extinguished, is not comparable to an

excitatory gradient obtained following exposure to only one
traininr value.

While this distinction is undeniably valid,

the importance of this distinction between the two generalization
prradients has yet to be submitted to a direct experimental

test.

In fact,

it is not presently clear whether the inhibitory

converse
frradient can theoretically be considered to be the
that
of the excitatory gradient since it has been observed
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the excitatory and inhibitory gradients obtained using the

orthogonal training procedure, which equates for pre-exposure

experience, are not the converse of one another,

When the initial operant level of a response system
is considered, an experimenter investigating behavioral

inhibition is immediately confronted with a crucial and
serious nroblem.

This problem centers around the fact that

the operant level of most response systems currently used is,
for all practical purposes, zero.

The experimenter may employ

one of three strategries to alleviate this problem:

(1)

he

may rely upon the generalized response tendency due to

reinforced responding in the presence of some distant stimulus
value on the same stimulus continuum as the inhibitory stimulus
or the generalized response tendency from some orthogonal

stimulus,

(2)

he may elevate the response rate across the

entire stimulus continuum by reinforcing responses made in
the presence of many examplars of the stimulus dimension, or
(3)

the experimenter may switch response systems and concentrate

his efforts on a response system with a non-zero operant
level, e.g. the running response in rats.

While all of the

above solutions to the problem of a zero operant level are

experimentally sound, there is no guarantee that the concept
of inhibition, as a process separate from excitation, will be

found to be transituational across the three aforementioned

paradigms.

While most of the investigations reporting U-shaped
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p;eneralizat1 on gradients for the pigeon key pecking response

have used the first procedure given above, the resulting data
does not necessarily require an interpertation using inhibition
as a separate and unique process.

Much of the accumulated

data might be more parsimoniously viewed as the result of
a

reduction in excitation or response rate at the training

va]ue; a suggestion originally stated by Skinner (193^, p. 17),

Consider Experiment II of the present investigation.
During baseline training the subjects were reinforced for

responding in the presence of all stimuli values later to be
p:iven

in the generalization test.

At the termination of

baseline training a flat elevated generalization gradient was
observed across the line

training was

be<^un the

ti]_t

dimension.

When discrimination

responses of certain subjects were

non-reinforced in the presence of the

0*^

line while other

subjects encountered a reduced reinforcement density (VI-5)
durinp- nrpsentPtions of the 0^ line stimulus.

For the subjects

receiving extinction during S2 (MULT VI-1 EXT

conditions),

the response rate decreased
-jpvel.

,^nd

approached the zero operant

The final S2 rate for some subjects was elevated above

s,timulus
the operant level due to generalization from the SI

by the
or becnnse S2 responses are supertitiously reinforced

onset of the

SI

stimulus.

Similarily, the response rate for

decreased due
the VI-5 subjects (MULT VT-1 VI-5 condition)
induction
tn the reduction in reinforcement density and the
the VI-5 schedule
^rfects from the SI stimulus. That is, when
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was introduced some extinction
occurred before the initial
reinforcements were delivered. The extinction
lowered the
resnonse rate and when reinforcement was
finally delivered
this lower rate could become conditioned.
The argument may also be stated in terms
of the

interresponse time (IRT) which has been shown to
have certain
characteristics of an operant (Wilkie and Pear,
1972; but see

Reynolds and McLeod, 1971).

That is, with the introduction

of the VI-5 schedule and the extinction effects
due to the

decreased reinforcement density, the probability of

a

lonp;

IRT immediately precedinp; reinforcement delivery is increased.
The increase in emission of

lowerinr the response rate.

lonp;

IRTs has the effect then of

When a generalization test ns

given, an observed U-shaped gradient might be the result of

the generalized tendency to respond at the response rate

conditioned during S2 stimulus presentations and not because

inhibition is Dresent at the S2 stimulus.

Or,

in IRT terms,

as tbp stimulus distance from the S2 increases, the frequency
nf the IRT associated with the S2 decreases and the response
ratf^

increases.

Since the IRT characteristic of the S2 stimulus

is lonp-er than the IRT characteristic of the adjacent stimulus

values

ti^e

i^esulting generalization gradient is U-shaned.

This account of an incremental U-shaped gradient

makos no asnumotions concerning a separate inhibitory process.
Instead, tbe account is based soley in terms of the response

rate or IRT that is conditioned during presen-uations of the
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S2 stimulus and the relationship between the
S2 response rate

and the response rate associated with the other
stimuli
values.

While the data of the present experiment are suf^p;estive

and could be interperted according; to this model, the dnta
do not necessarily rule out an inhibition account.

Further

investip;ations are needed which analyse in depth the IRT

distributions pienerated when the different generalization
test stimuli are Dresented.

These IRT distributions could

then be comnared to IRT distributions obtained following the
initial training phase.

The results of such comparisions

could possibly lead to the ultimate rejection of the concept
of inhibition as an explanatory term for the occurrence of

U-shaped p-eneralization gradients.
Several interesting predictions could be generated
bv the DroDosed model.

That is, if it is assumed that the

necessary condition for a U-shaped gradient is that the
conditioned response rate be lower, or the conditioned IRT
be lonn-er, during the S2 stimulus than for stimuli more distant
on the stimulus continuum, then the mode] would predict that

any procedure, be it inter-reinforcement interval conditions
or schedule restrictions of the response rate, that would

decreasp the response rate during the S2 would produce

U-shaned r^eneralization gradient.

a

This assumption makes no

demands on thp occurrence or non-occurrence of the reinforcing

stimulus but is based soley on the response rate evident
during S2 stimuli presentations.

Therefore, it would be
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n-oriict-d thnt if initial tr.-^ininr wf^re
to be riven usinfr a

hi-h don.sity reinforrement srhedule, say
VT-30 sec, followed
bv training- with a reduced density
schedule (VI-1 50 sec),

n-shaned gradient would be obtained around the
specific
traininr stimulus. This experiment has not, as
yet, been
-enorted but if the obtained results were as predicted,
a

it

would be extremely interestinp; since Hearst, Koresko, and
Ponnen (1Q6A) have previously reported excitatory gradients
foil owing single stimulus training with VI-2 and VI-3

schedules.
Similarily, the model predicts that if a reinforcement

schedule is paired with the S2 stimulus that reduces the
S2 rate while leaving the density of reinforcement in the S2

component equivalent to the density of reinforcement in the SI

component (VI-l), a U-shaped generalization gradient would
be obtained.

Weisman (1969, 1970) has conducted two such

experiments.

Following

I^UT.T

VI-1 VI-1 training, either a

differential reinforcement of low rate (DRL) (Weisman, 1969)
or

a

differential reinforcement of other behavior (DRO)

(Weisman, 1970) was correlated with a 0^ on

a

while a VI-1 schedule was correlated with

green background

alone.

a

green background

Reinforcement densities were equated for both components

bv manipulating the minimum IRT value necessary for reinforcement

during the S2 stimulus.

Following MULT VI-1 DRL or

mLT

VT-1

DRO traininp-, a line tilt generalization test was friven.

Tho resulting p-eneralization gradients were -^learly U-shaped

.
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and were centered around the 0^ line value.

The DRL result

is nartiouarly interestinp; since Hearst, et al (1969) had

proviouslv reported shallow excitatory p-radients around
stimulus naired with a DRL

6 sec

schedule.

differences between the Hearst, et

al_

n

The two i.mportant

study and the Weisraan

studv are that in the latter invest i.p-ation previous VI-1
traininp" was p;iven to the 0^ line and secondly, an orthogonal

stimulus

(green key stimulus)

,

during which VT-1 was scheduled,
These two

was alternated randomly with the DRL comnonent.

variables would have the effect of increasing the operant
level across the line tilt dimension both through initial

contingent reinforcement for responses to the 0° line and

through generalization from the SI stimulus.

Furthermore,

the addition of the SI stimulus would have the effect of

aiding in lowering the S2 response rate due to the negative

induction effects from the SI stimulus.

Therefore when a

generalization test was administered in the Weisman investigation
the response rate was lower for the S2 stimulus

because

of the DRL or DRO contingencies than for the surrounding

stimulus values and a U-shaped generalization gradient was
obtained

While the present argument discounts explanations
of existing data which employ the inhibition
a

construct as

that
separate and independent process, it is possible

origin
behavioral results in the future could owe their

to such an inhibitory process.

What is being illustrated in

5a

the present argiament

,

however, is that the experimental

evidence to date does not necessarily demand an inhibition

interpretation.

A response system of the future might

demand an inhibitory construct so as to account adequately
for the obser'ved behavior.

Such a response system might

nnssibly be analogous to certain neurophysiological systems
where the concept of inhibition as a separate process has
been fruitfully investigated.

Until a response system is

Hptermined, however, which necessitates an inhibitory

construct for exnlanatory completeness, it would be more
na-rsimoni ous to account for the existing data in terms of
a unit^irv

nrocess, i.e. excitation,
Tt is apparent, therefore, that the concept of

inhibition as

a

process, separate from excitation, is not

noces^^ary to give an adaquate account of a growing amount

of data.

However, before a construct such as inhibition,

which admittedly has enjoyed a long and experimentally
fruitful tenure in the psychological literature, can be

dismissed conclusive evidence must be obtained.

It would

in terms of
a^T^ear at this time that the evidence would come

situations.
extensive IRT analyses from diverse experimental
would seem safe
Whatever form the analysis finally takes, it
inhibition is
to conclude that the concept of behavioral

construct in the
quickly becoming obsolete as an explanatory

experiment al analysis of behavior.
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